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VEST 2.1 A new update is available for the VEST 2.1. There are several new airports added in this update, along with a few adjusted ones. Additionally, the aircraft now has a new flight director and the aircraft can make scheduled landings. FCF DDC5.3 P3d has a new edition of the FCF
DDC5.3. The new edition, which is designed for Germany, is packaged with a full cockpit, and the list of changes to the included airport is significantly longer than the changes to the original FCF DDC5.3. On top of that, the package includes all of the prior changes and fixes from the

previously released FCF DDC5.3. Future updates will only contain the newly included changes and fixes. On the TFDi side of things, we have one major change to announce: The TFDi 717 has been transferred to an active development state. Users looking for a wide variety of information
on TFDi should visit their Discord or their forums to keep up to date with their latest news. TFDi also continues to develop new products, all of which can be found in the TFDi Product Database. the car window problem still remains. I fixed it temporarily by disabling window transparency

but the problem came back once I rebooted. I can't see the car window through the airframe. I tried resetting the cabin via the AHZ from the description panel, no dice. I have now switched to a TFDi compatible RC airplane model and it works fine. I can't tell you that this fix is permanent
but I can say it is fixed for now. I'm still experiencing the issue but at least I can use it. I was hoping to find a solution before release time but you are a bit behind. I've received confirmation this fix will be included in the P3D system update which I am sure should be imminent.
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